NOT YET AN EPEX SPOT MEMBER?

HOW TO TRADE IN THE NORDICS

BRP REGISTRATION
- Register a Balance Responsible Party with the respective TSO in each market that you wish to be active on. Also, register an Imbalance Settlement Agreement with eSett for Finland, Norway and Sweden, and Energinet for Denmark.

Links:
- Energinet (DK)
- Svenska Kraftnäet (SE)
- Statnett (NO)
- Fingrid (FI)
- eSett (SE, NO, FI)

CLEARING
- Find a clearing bank or sign a Settlement Bank Agreement with ECC

Visit: ECC’s website

TRADING LICENSE
- Register with the Norwegian water resources and energy directorate (NVE) if you would like to trade in Norway

Click here for more information

VAT
- Register with the Norwegian tax administration if you would like to trade in Norway (the Norwegian VAT number will be requested in the TP Forms submitted to ECC)

Click here for more information

- Apply for European Community VAT ID if not yet registered. For NON-EU based members, proof of VAT registration in your country will be required in TP Forms submitted to ECC

Link: EU VAT info

REMIT
- Register with the National Regulatory Authority (NRA) in the Member State in which you are established or resident and obtain an ACER code (Not applicable if you wish to trade only in Norway)

Click here for more information

EPEX SPOT ADMISSION
- Contact us to find the membership that suits you best. The EPEX Intraday trading system provides you with the opportunity to have multiple technical market access options: ComTrader, API & ISV. A standard technical conformance test will be required for brand new API applications.

Contact: sales@epexspot.com

- Fill in the “Know your customer” questionnaire

Contact: sales@epexspot.com

- Submit admission documents to EPEX SPOT & ECC

Contact: membership@epexspot.com

- Pass the trader exam

Contact: elearning@epexspot.com
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